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with the modal logic S5. A combination of calendar logic for specifying every-day temporal notions with a variety of other modal logics has been consideredin (Ohlbach 1998; Ohlbach and Gabbay 1998).Our aim in this paper is to present an approach that is general enough tocapture a wide range of combinations of temporal and modal logics, but stillprovides viable means for e�ective theorem proving. The following aspects ofour approach are novel:{ The approach covers the combination of discrete, linear, temporal logic withextensions of multi-modal Km by any combination of the axiom schemata4, 5, B, D, and T. This extends the results presented in (Dixon et al. 1998;Wooldridge et al. 1998).{ Instead of combining two calculi operating according to the same underlyingprinciples, like for example two tableaux-based calculi, we combine two dif-ferent approaches to theorem-proving in modal and temporal logics, namelythe translation approach for modal logics (using �rst-order resolution) andthe SNF approach for temporal logics (using modal resolution).{ The particular translation we use has only recently been proposed by de Niv-elle (1999) and can be seen as a special case of the T-encoding introducedby Ohlbach (1998). It allows for conceptually simple decision procedures forextensions of K4 by ordered resolution without any reliance on loop checkingor similar techniques.2 Combinations of temporal and modal logicsIn this section, we give the syntax and semantics of a class of combinations of adiscrete linear temporal logic with normal multi-modal logics.SyntaxLet P be a set of propositional variables, A a set of agents, and M a set ofmodalities. Then the tuple � = (P;A;M) is a signature of MTL. If m 2 M anda 2 A, then the ordered pair (m; a) is a modal parameter. The set of well-formedformulae of MTL over a signature � is inductively de�ned as follows: (i) trueand false are formulae, (ii) every propositional variable is a formula, (iii) if 'and  are formulae, then :', ' _  , ' ^  , ' )  , and ' ,  are formulae,(iv) if ' and  are formulae, then #', 3', 2', 'U , and 'W are formulae,(v) if ' is a formula, � is a modal parameter, then [�]' is a formula.We also use true and false to denote the empty conjunction and disjunction,respectively. A literal is either p or :p where p is a propositional variable. Amodal literal is either [�]L or : [�]L where � is a modal parameter and L is aliteral. For any (modal) literal L we denote by �L the negation normal form of:L.With each modal parameter we can associate a set of axiom schemata de�ningits properties. We assume that the axiom schemata K and Nec hold for everymodal operator. In this paper we allow in addition any combination of the axiomschemata 4, 5, B, D, and T.



SemanticsLet S be a set of states. A timeline is an in�nite, linear, discrete sequence of statesindexed by the natural numbers. A point is an ordered pair (t; k) where t is atimeline and k is a natural number, a so-called temporal index. P denotes the setof all points. A valuation � is a mapping from P to a subset of P. An interpretationM is a tuple (T ; t0;R; �) where T is a set of timelines with a distinguishedtimeline t0 2 T , R is a collection of binary relations on P containing for everymodal parameter � a relation R�, and � is a valuation.We de�ne a binary relation j= between a formula ' and a pair M and (t; k)where M is an interpretation and (t; k) is a point as follows.M; (t; k) j= trueM; (t; k) 6j= falseM; (t; k) j= start i� t = t0 and k = 0M; (t; k) j= p i� p 2 �((t; k))M; (t; k) j= :' i� M; (t; k) 6j= 'M; (t; k) j= ' ^  i� M; (t; k) j= ' and M; (t; k) j=  M; (t; k) j= ')  i� M; (t; k) 6j= ' or M; (t; k) j=  M; (t; k) j= ' _  i� M; (t; k) j= ' or M; (t; k) j=  M; (t; k) j= #' i� M; (t; k+1) j= 'M; (t; k) j= 2' i� for all n 2 N, n � k implies M; (t; n) j= 'M; (t; k) j= 3' i� there exists n 2 N such that n � k and M; (t; n) j= 'M; (t; k) j= 'U i� there exists n 2 N such that n � k, M; (t; n) j=  , andfor all m 2 N, k � m < n implies M; (t;m) j= 'M; (t; k) j= 'W i� M; (t; k) j= 'U or M; (t; k) j= 2'M; (t; k) j= [�]' i� for all t0 2 T and for all k0 2 N, ((t; k); (t0; k0)) 2 R�implies M; (t0; k0) j= 'If M; w j= ' then we say ' is true or holds at w in M. An interpretation Msatis�es a formula ' i� ' holds at (t0; 0) and it satis�es a set N of formula i�for every formula  2 N , M satis�es  . In this caseM is a model for ' and N ,respectively.Let M be an interpretation and let T be a relation on points such that((t; k); (t0; k0) 2 T i� t = t0 and k0 = k+1. Let v, w be points in M. Then w isreachable from v i� (v; w) 2 (T [S�R�)�. An interpretationM such that everypoint in M is reachable from (t0; 0) is a connected interpretation.Note that the semantics of MTL is a notational variation of the standard(Kripke) semantics of a multi-modal logics with points corresponding to worlds.For every modal parameter � we have a relation R� on worlds. In addition,there is a temporal relation relation T on worlds de�ned as the union of a familyof disjoint, discrete, linear orders on the set of worlds. The semantics of #' isgiven in terms of T while the semantics of the remaining temporal operatorsis given in terms of the reexive, transitive closure T � of T . In case we haveassociated additional axiom schemata to a modal operator [�], the relation R�has to satisfy the well-known corresponding properties, that is, transitivity for4, euclideanness for 5, symmetry for B, seriality for D, and reexivity for T.



3 A normal form for MTL formulaeDixon et al. (1998) have shown that every well-formed formulae of MTL can betransformed to a set of SNFK clauses in a satis�ability equivalence preservingway. The use of SNFK clauses eases the presentation of a resolution calculus forMTL as well as the soundness, completeness and termination proof.The transformation �K to SNFK clauses uses a renaming technique whereparticular subformulae are replaced by new propositions. To ease the presenta-tion of SNFK clauses we use the universal modality 2� as an auxiliary modaloperator. The modal operator 2� has the following important property.Theorem 1 (Goranko and Passy 1992). Let M be an interpretation, let v,w be points inM, and let ' be a formula such thatM; v j= 2�'. ThenM; w j= 'i� w is reachable from v.In connected interpretations also the following stronger result holds.Theorem 2. Let M be a connected interpretation and ' be a well-formed for-mula of MTL. Then M; (t0; 0) j= 2�' i� M; w j= ' for every point w in M.SNFK clauses have the following formstart) Wni=1 Li(initial clause) 2�(Vmj=1Kj ) #(Wni=1 Li))(global clause) 2�(Vmj=1Kj ) 3L)(sometime clause) 2�(true) Wni=1 Li)(literal clause) 2�(true) L1 _M1)(modal clause)where Kj , Li, and L (with 1 � j � m and 1 � i � n) are literals and M1 is amodal literal.We only present the part of �K dealing with formulae of the form 2' and'W which is important for the understanding of the temporal resolution ruleand the example derivation presented later. For a complete description of �Ksee Dixon et al. (1998).fA) 2'g ! 8<:A) BB ) #BB ) ' 9=; if ' is a literal and B is newfA) 'W g ! 8>><>>:A) ' _  A) B _  B ) #(' _  )B ) #(B _  )9>>=>>; if ' and  are literals and B is newTheorem 3 (Dixon et al. 1998). Let ' be a formula of MTL. Then ' is sat-is�able if and only if �K(') is satis�able in a connected interpretation.



4 Translation of SNFK clauses into SNFr clausesIn the approach of Dixon et al. (1998) the calculus for MTL consists of a set ofspecial resolution inference rules for SNFK clauses. Broadly, these rules can bedivided into two classes: those dealing with SNFK clauses containing temporaloperators and those dealing with SNFK clauses containing modal operators.Inference rules in the later class also take care that the calculus is complete ifwe have associated the axiom schemata of S5 with all modal operators.Instead of using additional resolution rules for modal literals we use the trans-lation approach to modal theorem proving. That is, we translate occurrences ofmodal literals into �rst-order logic, in particular, we do so in a way that preservessatis�ability and makes the use of �rst-order resolution possible. However, thetemporal connectives are not translated and we will include additional inferencerules for them in our calculus. Intuitively, the proposed translation makes theunderlying relations R� on points explicit as well as the quanti�cational e�ectof the modal operator [�] explicit in our language, but still leaves the relationsand quanti�cational e�ect of the temporal operators implicit.The translation function �r on literals, and conjunctions and disjunctions ofliterals is de�ned as follows.�r(true; x) = true �r(3'; x) = 3�r('; x)�r(false; x) = false �r(#'; x) = #�r('; x)�r(p; x) = qp(x) �r([�]L; x) = 8y (:r�(x; y) _ �r(L; y))�r(:p; x) = :qp(x) �r(: [�]L; x) = r�(x; f(x)) ^ �r(�L; f(x))�r(' ?  ; x) = �r('; x) ? �r( ; x) for ? 2 f^;_;)gp is a propositional variable, qp is a unary predicate symbol uniquely associatedwith p, L is a literal, and f is a Skolem function uniquely associated with anoccurrence of [�]L. In addition, following de Nivelle (1999) the mapping �r onmodal literals is de�ned by�r([�]L; x) = q[�]L(x) �r(: [�]L; x) = :q[�]L(x)where q[�]L is a new predicate symbol uniquely associated with [�]L.The translation �r on SNFK clauses is de�ned in the following way:�r(start) Wni=1 Li) = f�r(true) Wni=1 Li; now)g�r(2�(Vmj=1Kj ) #(Wni=1 Li))) = f8x�r(Vmj=1Kj ) #(Wni=1 Li); x)g�r(2�(Vmj=1 Lj ) 3L)) = f8x�r(Vmj=1Kj ) 3L; x)g�r(2�(true) Wni=1 Li)) = f8x�r(true) Wni=1 Li; x)g�r(2�(true) L1 _M1)) = �8x (true) �r(L1; x) _ �r(M1; x))8x (true) ��r(M1; x) _ �r(M1; x))�The translation of a set N of SNFK clauses is given by�r(N) = [C2N�r(C):



4 Transitivity 8x; y (true) :q[�]L(x) _ :r�(x; y) _ q[�]L(y))5 Euclideanness 8x; y (true) :q[�]L(y) _ :r�(x; y) _ q[�]L(x))B Symmetry 8x; y (true) :q[�]L(y) _ :r�(x; y) _ �r(L; x))D Seriality 8x (true) r�(x; f(x)))T Reexivity 8x (true) r�(x; x))Table 1. Translation of axiom schemataThe formulae obtained by applying �r to SNFK clauses will be called SNFrclauses. The target language of �r can be viewed as a fragment of �rst-orderlogic allowing only unary and binary predicate symbols extended by the thetemporal operators # and 3 or as a fragment of �rst-order temporal logic withthe same restriction on predicate symbols and temporal operators. However, thesemantics of the target language does not coincide with either of these as we willsee below. In Section 5 we present a syntactic characterisation of the class ofSNFr clauses. The universal quanti�ers in a SNFr clause are usually omitted inour presentation. Any free variable in a SNFr clause is assumed to be implicitlyuniversally quanti�ed.Again, following de Nivelle (1999), depending on the additional properties ofa modal operator [�] SNFr clauses from Table 1 are added to the set of SNFrclauses for every predicate symbol q[�]L introduced by �r. The semantics ofSNFr clauses is given by temporal interpretations. A temporal interpretation isa tuple (Mr; I) where Mr is a tuple (T ; t0; �) such that T is a set of timelineswith a distinguished timeline t0 2 T , � is a morphism mapping n-ary predicatesymbols to n-ary relations on P , and I is a interpretation function mappingthe constant now to (t0; 0), every variable symbol x to an element of P , andevery unary Skolem function f to a morphism I(f) : P ! P . The function Iis extended to a function �I mapping terms to P in the standard way, that is,tI = I(t) if t is a variable or constant, and f(t1; : : : ; tn)I = I(f)(tI1 ; : : : ; tIn),otherwise.Let I be an interpretation function. By I[x=w], where x is a variable and wis a point, we denote a interpretation function I 0 such that I 0(y) = I(y) for anysymbol y distinct from x, and I 0(x) = w. If x1, : : : , xn are distinct variables andw1, : : : , wn are points, then I[x1=w1; : : : ; xn=wn] denotes I[x1=w1] : : : [xn=wn].If w = (t; k) is a point and n 2 N, then w+n denotes the point (t; k + n). Iff is a mapping from points to points, then f+n denotes a function de�ned byf+n(w) = f(w)+n for every w 2 P , that is, for every w 2 P , if f(w) = (t; k),then f+n(w) = (t; k + n). By I+n we denote a interpretation function de�nedby I+n(s) = I(s)+n for every symbol s in the domain of I.(Mr; I) j= true(Mr; I) 6j= false(Mr; I) j= p(t1; : : : ; tn) i� (tI1 ; : : : ; tIn) 2 �(p)(Mr; I) j= :' i� (Mr; I) 6j= '



(Mr; I) j= ' ^  i� (Mr; I) j= ' and (Mr; I) j=  (Mr; I) j= ' _  i� (Mr; I) j= ' or (Mr; I) j=  (Mr; I) j= ')  i� (Mr; I) 6j= ' or (Mr; I) j=  (Mr; I) j= #' i� (Mr; I+1) j= '(Mr; I) j= 3' i� there exists n 2 N such that (Mr; I+n) j= '(Mr; I) j= 8x' i� for every w 2 P , (Mr; I[x=w]) j= ':If (Mr; I) j= ', then (Mr; I) satis�es ' and ' is satis�able. Although thesyntax of SNFr clauses resembles that of �rst-order temporal logic, the semanticsis di�erent. Unlike in �rst-order temporal logic variables are not interpreted aselements of domains attached to points, but are interpreted as points. Likewiseconstants and function symbols are not interpreted as morphisms on domainsbut as morphisms on points. In fact, the semantics is still based on the samebuilding blocks: timelines, points, relations on points and mappings betweenpoints and symbols of our language (or vice versa).However, note that for formulae not containing any occurrences of a # and 3operators, temporal interpretations act like standard �rst-order interpretations.Theorem 4. Let N be a set of SNFK clauses. Then N is satis�able if and onlyif �r(N) is satis�able.Proof. For an arbitrary connected model M for N we are able to construct atemporal interpretation (Mr; I) for �r(N) and vice versa. The proof that Mand (Mr; I) satisfy N and �r(N), respectively, proceeds by induction on thestructure of formula in N and �r(N).5 A calculus for MTLWe call a literal L shallow if all its argument terms are either variables orconstants, otherwise it is deep. If C is a disjunction or conjunction of shallow,unary literals, then by C[x] we indicate that all literals in C have a commonvariable argument term x, and C[x=y] is obtained by replacing every occurrenceof x in C by y. Similarly, if L is a monadic literal, we write L[t] to indicate thatthe term t is the argument of L.A clause is a formula of the form P ) ' where P is a conjunction of literalsand ' is a disjunction of literals, a formula of the form 3L, or a formula #Cwhere C is disjunction of literals. The empty clause is false or true ) false. Weregard the logical connectives ^ and _ in clauses to be associative, commutative,and idempotent. Equality of clauses is taken to be equality modulo variablerenaming.A clause C is a simple clause if and only if all literals in C are shallow, unary,and share the same argument term. A conjunction (disjunction) C is a simpleconjunction (disjunction) i� C is a conjunction (disjunction) of shallow, unaryliterals that share the same argument term. �P denotes the negation normalform of a conjunction P .



A clause C is a temporal clause if and only if it either has the form P [t] )#D[t] or P [x] ) 3L[x] where P [x] is a simple conjunction, D[t] is a simpleclause and t is either a variable or the constant now. A clause C is a modalclause i� it either has the form P [x] ) r�(x; f(x)), P [x] ) D[f(x)], or P [x] ):r�(x; y)_D[y] where P is a simple conjunction and D[f(x)] is a clause of unary,deep literals with common argument f(x). For a simple or modal clause C wedo not distinguish between P ) D and true) �P _D.For every ground atom A, let the complexity measure c(A) be the multisetof arguments of A. We compare complexity measures by the multiset extension�m of the strict subterm ordering. The ordering is lifted from ground to non-ground expressions as follows: A �0 B if and only if c(A�) �m c(B�), for allground instances A� and B� of atoms A and B. The ordering�0 on atoms can belifted to literals by associating with every positive literal A the multiset fAg andwith every negative literal :A the multiset fA;Ag, and comparing these by themultiset extension of �0. We denote the resulting ordering by �. The ordering� is an admissible ordering in the sense of Bachmair and Ganzinger (1997).Thus, the following two inference rules provide a sound and complete calculusfor �rst-order logic in clausal form:Res true) C _ A true) D _ :Btrue) (C _D)�where (i) C_A andD_:B are simple or modal clauses, (ii) � is the most generaluni�er of A and B, (iii) A� is strictly �-maximal with respect to C�, and (iv):B� is �-maximal with respect to D�. As usual we assume that premises ofresolution inference steps are variable disjoint.Fac true) C _ L1 _ L2true) (C _ L1)�where (i) C _ L1 _ L2 is a simple or modal clause, (ii) � is the most generaluni�er of L1 and L2, and (iii) L1� is �-maximal with respect to C�.Lemma 10 will show that the factoring inference rule is not required forthe completeness of our calculus if we assume that the logical connective _ isidempotent.The remaining inference rules are similar to those of the calculus for lineartemporal logic presented in Dixon et al. (1998). An inference by step resolutiontakes one of the following formsSRes1 P ) #(C _ L1) Q) #(D _ L2)(P ^Q)� ) #(C _D)�SRes2 true) C _ L1 Q) #(D _ L2)Q� ) #(C _D)�SRes3 P ) #falsetrue) �Pwhere (i) P and Q are simple conjunctions, (ii) C _ L1 and D _ L2 are simpleclauses, and (iii) � is the most general uni�er of L1 and �L2.



The following merge rule allows the formation of the conjunction of temporalclauses.Merge P0[x0]) #C0[x0]� � �Pn[xn]) #Cn[xn]Vni=0 Pi[y]) #Vni=0 Ci[y]where (i) each Pi, 1 � i � n, is a simple conjunction, (ii) each Ci, 1 � i � n isa simple clause, (iii) y is a new variable. The conclusion of an inference step bythe merge rule is a merged temporal clause. The only purpose of this rule is toease the presentation of the following temporal resolution rule.An inference by temporal resolution takes the following formTRes P0[x0]) #G0[x0]� � �Pn[xn]) #Gn[xn]A(y)) 3L[y]A(y)) (Vni=0 :Pi[y])WL(y)where (i) each Pi[xi] ) #Gi[xi], 1 � i � n, is a merged temporal clause, (ii)for all i, 0 � i � n, 8xiGi[xi] ) :L[xi] and 8xiGi[xi] ) Wnj=0 Pj [xj=xi] areprovable.The conclusion A(y)) (Vi=0;::: ;n :Pi[y])WL(y) of an inference by temporalresolution has to be transformed into normal form. Thus, we obtaintrue) :A(y) _ L(y) _ �Pi(y)(1) true) :A(y) _ L(y) _ qwL (y)(2) qwL (y)) #(L(y) _ �Pi(y))(3) qwL (y)) #(L(y) _ qwL (y));(4)where qwL is a new unary predicate symbol uniquely associated with L.The calculus CMTL consists of the inference rules Res, Fac, SRes1, SRes2,SRes3, Merge, and TRes. It is possible to replace Merge and TRes by a singleinference rule which uses ordinary temporal clauses as premises and forms themerged clauses only in an intermediate step to compute the conclusion of anapplication of the temporal resolution rule. Thus, in our consideration in Sec-tion 6 and 7 we will not explicitly mention the Merge inference rule and mergedtemporal clauses.6 Soundness of CMTLLemma 5. Let true) C be a clause and let � be a substitution. If true) C issatis�able, then true) C� is satis�able.Theorem 6 (Soundness). Let ' be a well-formed formula of MTL. If a refu-tation of �r(�K(')) in CMTL exists then ' is unsatis�able.



Proof. We show that for every instance of an inference rule of CMTL that thesatis�ability of the premises implies the satis�ability of the conclusion. In thecase of Res and Fac this is straightforward since temporal interpretations actlike �rst-order interpretations and we know that Res and Fac are sound withrespect to �rst-order logic. The proof for the remaining inference rules can befound in (Hustadt et al. 2000).7 Termination of CMTLThe termination proof for our calculus will take advantage of the following ob-servations.1. SNFr clauses can be divided into three disjoint classes: temporal clauses,modal clauses, and simple clauses. It is straightforward to check that if Nis a set of SNFK clauses then all clauses in �r(N) including the clauses weadd for one of the axiom schemata 4, 5, B, D, and T belong to exactly oneof these classes.Note that simple and modal clauses are standard �rst-order clauses.2. The inference rules of our calculus can be divided into two classes: Res andFac are the standard inference rules for ordered resolution and only modalclauses and simple clauses are premises in inference steps by these rules. Theconclusion of such an inference step will again be a clause belonging to oneof these two classes as we show in Lemma 9 and Lemma 10 below.SRes1, SRes2, SRes3, and TRes are variants of the inference rules of theresolution calculus for linear temporal logic presented in Dixon et al. (1998).Only temporal and simple clauses can be premises of inference steps by theserules. The conclusion of such an inference step will consist of clauses whichagain belong to one these classes as is shown in Lemma 11 and Lemma 12below.Thus, the clauses under consideration and the calculus enjoy a certain modulari-ty. Interaction between the two classes of inference rules and the class of temporaland modal clauses are only possible via the class of simple clauses. Given a �-nite signature, the classes of simple, modal, and temporal clauses are �nitelybounded. Termination of any derivation from SNFr is a direct consequence ofthe closure properties of the inference rules mentioned above.Lemma 7. Let ' be a well-formed formula of MTL. Every clause in �r(�K('))is either a simple, a temporal, or a modal clause.Lemma 8. Given a �nite signature �, the classes of simple, modal and temporalclauses over � are �nitely bounded.Proof. Note that the only terms which can occur in these clauses are eithervariables, the constant now, or terms of the from f(t) where t is either a variableor a constant. Furthermore, no clause has more than two variables. Given thatwe can show that the length of clauses is linear in the size of the signature,limiting the number of non-variant clauses to an exponential number in the sizeof the signature.



The proof shows that SNFr clauses have a linear length in the size of the signa-ture. That gives us a single-exponential space (and time) bound for our decisionprocedure.Due to side condition (i) of the inference rules Res and Fac, temporal clausescannot be premises of inference steps by these rules. Simple clauses and modalclauses are special cases of DL-clauses (Hustadt and Schmidt 2000). The follow-ing two lemmata follow directly from the corresponding result for DL-clauses.Lemma 9. Let C1 _ A and C2 _ :B be SNFr clauses and let C = (C1 _ C2)�be an ordered resolvent of these clauses. Then C is either a modal clause or asimple clause.Lemma 10. Let C1 = D1 _ L1 _ L2 be a SNFr clause and let C = (D1 _ L1)�be a factor of C1. Then C is either a modal clause or a simple clause andan application of the factoring rule simply amounts to the removal of duplicateliterals in C1.By a case analysis of all possible inference steps by SRes1, SRes2, SRes3, andTRes on SNFr clauses we obtain the following two lemmata.Lemma 11. Let C1 and C2 be SNFr clauses and let C be the conclusion ofinference steps by SRes1, SRes2, or SRes3 from C1 and C2. Then C is a temporalclause or a simple clause.Lemma 12. Let C1, : : : , Cn be SNFr clauses and let C be one of the clausesresulting from the transformation of the conclusion of an application of TRes toC1, : : : , Cn. Then C is a simple or a temporal clause.We are now in the position to state the main theorem of this section.Theorem 13 (Termination). Let ' be a well-formed formula of MTL. Anyderivation from �r(�K(')) in CMTL terminates.Proof. By induction on the length of the derivation from �r(�K(')) we canshow that any clause occurring in the derivation is either a simple, modal, ortemporal clause. Lemma 7 proves the base case that every clauses in �r(�K('))satis�es this property. Lemmata 9, 10, 11, and 12 establish the induction stepof the proof.The signature of clauses in �r(�K(')) is obviously �nite. By Lemma 8 theclasses of simple, modal, and temporal clauses based on a �nite signature is�nitely bounded. Thus, after a �nitely bounded number of inference step we willhave derived the empty clause or no new clauses will be added to the set ofclauses. In both cases the derivation terminates.8 Completeness of CMTLThe proof of completeness proceeds as follows. We describe a canonical con-struction of a behaviour graph and reduced behaviour graph for a given set N



of SNFr clauses. In Theorem 14 we show that N is unsatis�able if and only ifits reduced behaviour graph is empty. Theorem 16 shows that if the reducedbehaviour graph for N is empty, then we are able to derive a contradiction usingCMTL. Theorem 14 and 16 together imply that for any unsatis�able set N ofSNFr clauses we can derive a contradiction. Thus, CMTL is complete. Details ofthe construction of behaviour graphs, reduced behaviour graphs, and the prooffor the results of this section can be found in (Hustadt et al. 2000).Theorem 14. Let N be a set of SNFr clauses. Then N is unsatis�able if andonly if its reduced behaviour graph is empty.Proof. The constructions are similar to those in Dixon et al. (1998), except thatwe have explicit nodes and edges for the modal dimension for our logic, whichwere not necessary in the case that we have only the modal logic S5.Lemma 15. Let N be a set of SNFr clauses. If the unreduced behaviour graphfor N is empty, then we can derive a contradiction from N using only the infer-ence rules Res, SRes1, SRes2, and SRes3 of CMTL.Proof. If the unreduced behaviour graph is empty, then any node we have con-structed originally, has been deleted because one of the simple, modal, or tem-poral clauses of the form P [x]) #C[x] is not true at ns. Thus, we can use theinference rules Res, SRes1, SRes2, and SRes3 to derive a contradiction.Theorem 16. Let N be a set of SNFr clauses. If the reduced behaviour graphfor N is empty, then we can derive a contradiction from N by CMTL.Proof. Let N be an unsatis�able set of SNFr rules. The proof is by induction onthe number of nodes in the behaviour graph of N . If the unreduced behaviourgraph is empty, then by Lemma 15 we can obtain a refutation using the inferencerules Res, SRes1, SRes2, and SRes3.Suppose that the unreduced behaviour graphG is non-empty. By Theorem 14the reduced behaviour graph must be empty, so each node in G can be deletedby reduction rules similar to those in (Dixon et al. 1998). The deletion of thesenodes are shown to correspond to applications of step resolution and temporalresolution along the lines of Dixon et al. (1998).The completeness theorem now follows from Theorems 3, 4, and 16.Theorem 17 (Completeness). Let ' be a well-formed formula of MTL. If 'is unsatis�able, then there exists a refutation of �r(�K(')) by CMTL.9 Example refutationWe show that [K]#p ^ 2 [K](p ) #p) ) #2p is valid if [K] is a T modality.This is done by proving the unsatis�ability of' = [K]#p ^ 2 [K](p) #p) ^#3:p�r(�K(')) is equal to the following set of clauses:



(5) true) q0(now)(6) true) :q0(x) _ q[K]#p(x)(7) true) :q0(x) _ q1(x)(8) true) :q0(x) _ q2(x)(9) true) :q[K]#p(x) _ :rK(x; y) _ q3(y)(10) q3(z)) #qp(z)(11) true) :q1(x) _ q[K](p)#p)(x)(12) q1(x)) #q1(x)(13) true) :q[K](p)#p)(x) _ :rK(x; y) _ q4(y)(14) true) :q4(x) _ :qp(x) _ q5(x)(15) q5(x)) #qp(x)(16) q2(x)) #q6(x)(17) q6(x)) 3:qp(x)(18) rK(x; x)The derivation proceeds as follows:[(18)1,(13)2,Res] (19) true) :q[K](p)#p)(x) _ q4(x)[(11)1,(12)2,SRes2] (20) q1(x)) #q[K](p)#p)(x)[(19)1,(20)2,SRes2] (21) q1(x)) #q4(x)[(14)1,(21)2,SRes2] (22) q1(x)) #(:qp(x) _ q5(x))[(15)2,(22)2,SRes1] (23) q1(x) ^ q5(x)) #q5(x)[(12),(15),(23),Merge] (24) q1(x) ^ q5(x)) #(q1(x) ^ q5(x) ^ qp(x))Intuitively clause (24) says that once q1 and q5 hold at a point x, q1, q5, andqp will hold at any temporal successor of x. Thus, once we reach x we will notbe able to satisfy 3:qp(x). This gives rise to an application of the temporalresolution rule to (17) and (24). We obtain the following four clauses from theconclusion of this inference step.[(17),(24),TRes] (25) true) :q6(x) _ :qp(x) _ :q1(x) _ :q5(x)(26) true) :q6(x) _ :qp(x) _ q7(x)(27) q7(x)) #(:qp(x) _ :q1(x) _ :q5(x))(28) q7(x)) #(:qp(x) _ q7(x))In the following only clause (25) will be relevant. We show now that q1, q2 andq3 cannot be true at the same point x.[(14)3,(25)4,Res] (29) true) :q6(x) _ :qp(x) _ :q1(x) _ :q4(x)[(19)2,(29)4,Res] (30) true) :q6(x) _ :qp(x) _ :q1(x) _ :q[K](p)#p)(x)[(11)2,(30)4,Res] (31) true) :q6(x) _ :qp(x) _ :q1(x)[(12)2,(31)3,SRes2] (32) q1(x)) #(:q6(x) _ :qp(x))[(16)2,(32)3,SRes1] (33) q1(x) ^ q2(x)) #:qp(x)[(10)2,(33)3,SRes1] (34) q1(x) ^ q2(x) ^ q3(x)) #false[(34),SRes3] (35) true) :q1(x) _ :q2(x) _ :q3(x)The remainder of the refutation is straightforward. Based on the clauses (5) to(9) and the reexivity of rK , it is easy to see that q1, q2, and q3 are true at thepoint now which contradicts clause (35).



[(18)1,(9)2,Res] (36) true) :q[K]#p(x) _ q3(x)[(36)2,(35)3,Res] (37) true) :q1(x) _ :q2(x) _ :q[K]#p(x)[(6)2,(37)3,Res] (38) true) :q1(x) _ :q2(x) _ :q0(x)[(7)2,(38)1,Res] (39) true) :q2(x) _ :q0(x)[(8)2,(39)1,Res] (40) true) :q0(x)[(5)1,(40)1,Res] (41) true) false10 ConclusionWe have presented a framework for the combination of modal and temporallogics consisting of (i) a normal form transformation of formulae of the combinedlogics into sets of SNFK clauses, (ii) a translation of modal subformula in SNFKclauses into a �rst-order language, and (iii) a calculus CMTL for the combinedlogic which can be divided into standard resolution inference rules for �rst-orderlogic and modi�ed resolution inference rules for discrete linear temporal logic.The calculus CMTL provides a decision procedure for combinations of subsys-tems of multi-modal S5 with linear, temporal logic.Note that instead of modifying the inference rules for discrete linear temporallogic we could have retained them in their original form and added bridgingrules between the two logics. We have shown that the only clauses which canbe premises of the �rst-order inference rules as well as of the temporal inferencerules are simple clauses. So, assume that �r leaves any SNFK clauses withoccurrences of the temporal connective # and 3 unchanged. Furthermore, let �be the homomorphic extension of a function that maps atoms qp(x) to qp. Thenan alternative calculus to CMTL consists of Res, Fac, the original step resolutionrules and temporal inference rule by Dixon et al. (1998), and the two bridgingrules brpl true) Ctrue) �(C) br fol true) �(C)true) Cwhere true ) C is a simple clause. This again stresses the importance of theobservation that simple clauses control the interaction between the two calculiinvolved. The bridging rules allow for the translation of simple clauses during thederivation, thus providing an interface between the two calculi we have combined.This is approach is closely related to the work by Ghidini and Sera�ni (1998).Although we have only considered the basic modal logic K and its extensionsby the axiom schemata 4, 5, B, D, and T, we are con�dent that soundness,completeness, and termination can be guaranteed for a much wider range ofmodal logics.An important extension of the combinations of modal logics we are currentlyinvestigating is the addition of interactions between modal and temporal logics.In the presence of interactions the modularity of the calculus and the modularityof our proofs, in particular the proof of termination, can no longer be preserved.
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